
 

EDITORIAL (01 SEPTEMBER 2018)
                   TODAY’S PROMISES 

 MOTIVATIONAL QUOTE 

 OVERVIEW OF EDITORIALS  

 IMPORTANT VOCABULARIES 

 GRAMMAR RULES RELATED TO ARTICLES/ TONES OF THE 

ARTICLES 

 PREVIOUS DAY VOCAB QUIZ 

 GRAMMATICAL QUESTION 

 IDIOMS AND PHRASES/ ONE WORD SUBSTITUTIONS 

 ECONOMIC OR POLITICAL DEFINITIONS. PDF and much 

more… 

 

 

       Previous Day Vocab Quiz 

Q.1.  Which is not the synonym of “Bulwark”? 

  a. shield             b. wall 

  c. barricade d. rampants 

  e. persuade 

 1. Only d              2. a and c 

 3. Only e                      4. b and e 

 5. All except b 

 Option - (3) 

Q.1.  Which is the antonym of “Ludicrous”? 

 a.   farcical 1. b and e  

 b.   sensible                  2. only c 

 c.    foolish                3. only b   

 d.    mocking               4. b and c 

 e.    rational             5. only e 

 Option - (1) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

                IMPORTANT VOCAB Of “India and the U.S.”  

 Trajectory(n+) - course, route, path, track, 

 You have to set your trajectory before start working for it. 

 Estranged(adj-) - no longer close or affectionate to someone; 

alienated. 

 After the transfer of her daughter in job, her mother led an 

estranged life alone.  

 Prickly(adj-) – prickly, causing distress, difficulty, 

 Since independence India and Pakistan are considered to be prickly 

friends.  

 smooth sailing(phrase+) -  Easy progress. 

 If your preparation is not smooth sailing, you have to go an extra 

mile to achieve it. 

 

 Sanctimonious(adj+) -  religious, pious 

 I consider my brother to be rather sanctimonious because he 

constantly points out my faults while ignoring his own. 

 Reconnaissance(n+) -  observation, investigation, examination,  

 India has new planes for high and low level reconnaissance.  

 Bizarre(n-) -  strange or unusual. 

 Ranvir Singh is generally seen in parties in some bizarre outfits.  

 Nurture(v1+) – foster, bring up, 

 Your behaviour depends upon how you have been nurtured. 

 Acrid(adj-)- pungent, bitter(for smell and opinion) 

 We should not pass any acrid remarks about anyone around us. 

  

 Obliquely - indirectly. 

 She obliquely described the current affairs as she had to leave early.  

 Convergence – meeting, connecting,  

 Longitudes are parallel at the equator but converge toward the poles. 

 Impulse - inspiration, stimulation, incitement, motivation,   

encouragement, fillip, spur. 

 We must generate in us a never ending impulse to rise again even in 

times of failure. 

 Stench - a strong and very unpleasant smell. 

 As I was passing beside a tannery, I was stifled because of the stench 

coming out.  

 



 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

            ONE WORD + IDIOMS/PHRASES 

                DEFINITION     ONE WORD SUBSTITUTION  

a person who cultivates an area of 

interest, such as the arts, without real 

commitment or knowledge 

     

Dilettante 

 

                DEFINITION     IDIOMS 

Go to sleep    Hit the sack 

 

TOLL FREE No :  1800-103-5225 (9 am to 6 pm 

https://mahendras.org/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iDOdO_GT-UY

